To All WCF Enrollees Wanting or Requesting a Refund
If you want a refund with WCF please be advised as you need to know that you
are entitled to 100% of the value of your initial deposit.
Understand that your initial deposit was made in bitcoin; therefore you are
entitled to the exact amount of bitcoin that was sent to initially find your position,
regardless of the USD value today.
That is why when asking for a refund you need to be sure to request the exact
amount of bitcoin that was transferred the day that you made your transfer.
The best way to confirm this is to take a screenshot picture of your blockchain
account transaction that was “SENT” to WCF and attach it to your refund request.
Example: I am requesting a refund for the .00912 BTC that was deposited on the
(Date) 11 day of Nov. 2017 for 35.00 … Today that same bitcoin is worth 98.63 … I
want my refund in bitcoin equal to the bitcoin I sent to you, WCF.
Be sure to note: If you have paid for multiple positions and can show the
additional transactions receipts made from your bitcoin account; you can be sure
to request a refund for those transactions as well. Be sure to do this on the same
ticket you are ‘requesting a refund’ on, in full. This also serves as a receipt of your
request for a refund in full.
We have put up a request for refund to WCF on our team website to assist you
with this process. We have a record of all refunds requested through this process
for safe keeping and proof of submission.
I hope you find this information helpful. We are a core group of leaders that want
you to know…if we can be of any further assistance to you or someone you may
know, now or in the future, please be sure and let us know.
The Waszupp Now Support Team
LEARN…Waszupp Now and find out Wasz Hap’nin?!
http://www.WaszuppNow.net
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